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This lush, rural corner of France where four great rivers meet offers good food, good wine, and good

living. The guide bursts with the authors' intimate knowledge of the region. Explore the worldÃ‚Â¿s

most celebrated vineyards along the Dordogne and Lot rivers, through Bergerac, Saint Emilion, and

the medieval city of Cahors, with detailed wine critiques along the way. From Bordeaux to Toulouse,

the regionÃ‚Â¿s two fascinating cosmopolitan cities, the guide reveals the density of historic and

natural treasures--from the earliest known prehistoric art at the Lascaux caves to the beautiful

Renaissance town of Sarlat. This guide is illustrated with a stunning section of color photographs to

inspire the soon-to-be traveler, and is packed with practical information and useful maps to smooth

out the journey.
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"I must admit to being bowled over by the present offering...information is universally accurate and

comprehensive...these guides are beautifully produced and a delight to read and own"--Living

France Magazine (UK)"Excellent"--Financial Times (UK)

Four great rivers, the Dordogne, Lot, Garonne and Tarn, rush down from their sources to bring life

to this lush, rural corner of France. Since mankind's first art was painted on the caves of Perigord,

this region has been rich in life's graces. Its pleasures range from spectacularly carved

Romanesque churches and towering chateaux, to mysterious emblems etched ten thousand years



ago, to a dinner of foie gras and confits washed down with a fine Bordeaux. This guide offers

practical travel advice, over 700 hand-picked places to stay, over 500 restaurants, bars and cafes,

wine routes, vintages and chateau visits, as well as the best local markets and food shopping. (5 1/2

x 8 1/2, 484 pages, color photos, maps) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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